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As if it was said before, for Jiang Hao, perhaps the upper class people that the North House is known for are not much.
But for someone like Hu Lao Er, to make the acquaintance of such a big shot as Sally, even though he was already 30 or
40 years old, he still carried some sincerity and trepidation.

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers.
The old black face wearing sunglasses, after noticing the presence of Hu Lao Er mouth gently pulled out a mocking
smile.
The hand pressed the headset and said, "Boss, outside the door Hu Lao Er came, should we let him in?"
Sally, who was laughing inside the box, frowned when she heard this, then looked up at Jiang Hao and collected the
smile on her face and said coldly, "Forget it, I'm not interested in seeing him."
Jiang Hao froze for a moment, "Why, what people want to come over?"
"Maybe we gave Hu Lao Er an illusion when we made the bid, so he thought I wanted to meet him, and now he's
standing outside the door."

Jiang Hao slightly pondered for a moment and then suddenly spoke "Wait I want to meet him, you do not look at me like
that, I think this person a little acquaintance, may be able to come in handy in the future."
Sally nodded somewhat helplessly, and then mused, "Let him in."
Old Black nodded after hearing Sally's words and walked over to Hu Lao Er who was standing hesitantly at the door.
"Our boss knows you're here, please come in for a drink."
Hu Lao Er looked at Old Black look flashed a trace of surprise, but he was well hidden, slightly reserved nodded then
missed Old Black pushed the door and walked in.
"Hello Miss Sally, my name is Hu Lao Er, I'm glad to meet with you."
Sally got up and gently pulled up her skirt, then looked at Hu Lao Er and smiled haughtily and said "Hello Mr. Hu."
The two of them drank a cup while talking, and then Hu Lao Er looked at Jiang Hao sitting on the side and looked
slightly stunned.
"This gentleman is?"

Jiang Hao then stood up, then went to Hu Lao Er and reached out his hand and smiled "Hello, meet me, I am Shen Yan,
working in the first Chinese hospital in the city center."

Although Hu Lao Er is a bit disagreeable in the upper echelons, but this does not mean that he does not know some recent
news from the North.
Rumor has it that Shen Qingshu of the Shen family met with a doctor secretly because of his fiancée, and then became
furious and the Xue family had a lot of conflicts, and this doctor happens to be called Shen Yan.
At this time he looked at Jiang Hao looked up and down once, nodded slightly and opened his mouth and laughed "Mr.
Shen is really young and talented ah."

Some things are not enviable, such as Jiang Hao's manners and temperament.
But he did not put these things on his mind, instead, he began to ponder what the man in front of him could do to get
around these women.
Jiang Hao did not think anything of Hu Lao Er's strange look, smiled and then said "Sit down, there is something I want
to ask Mr. Hu."

Hu Lao Er looked at Sally and saw her nodding with a smile before sitting down, then looked at Jiang Hao and said "Yes,
what can I answer, tell me."

Jiang Hao pointed to the four dragon iron smiled and said "this thing is estimated some years, Mr. Hu, want to ask where
you got this thing from?"

Looking at the four dragons ironware placed on the table, a trace of heartache flashed in Hu Lao Er's eyes.
If he had known that this item was so valuable, he would not have taken it out as a ticket for tonight's charity auction.
Thinking of this, Hu Lao Er some painful to speak, "this thing carefully counted in my hands for more than ten years, is
when I bought in Long Bao Street."

Longbao Street Jiang Hao also heard of, is the north of a market specializing in some cultural antiques, but there are
mostly some fake goods.
Like Hu Lao Er, just the first time to buy the real thing, such a probability is too low.
Thinking of this Jiang Hao quite a bit enviously spoke "If that's the case, then I really envy your luck, this thing is a rare
treasure ah."
Listening to the words of Jiang Hao, coupled with his and Sally's eyes looking at the four dragons iron weapon, Hu Lao
Er heart is a trace of unexplainable unbearable.

But thinking that tonight not only can use this four dragons iron weapon in exchange for a meeting with Sally, but also
with Shen Qing Shu a meal, seems not too bad.
This made his heart feel a little better, otherwise he really had to go back and take stock of his things.
A few people chatted a little while later, Jiang Hao looked at Hu Lao Er some distracted look.
So he smiled lightly and said "Mr. Hu is probably thinking about going to Shen Qing Shu's appointment?"
Hearing the sudden words of Jiang Hao, Hu Lao Er is also thoughtful and turned his head to Jiang Hao to measure his
expression.
"Mr. Shen seems to have some conflicts with Mr. Shen Qingshu, I wonder if my guess is correct?"
Sally was also silent at this time, since she knew Jiang Hao's true identity, all things had become justifiable.
When she thought that she already had Jiang Hao in her heart, but Jiang Hao's heart was still filled with Xue Yuning, Sally
felt a bit uncomfortable.
And Jiang Hao faced with Hu Lao Er's gaze silent for a moment after nodding and spoke "Yes, I do have some conflicts
with Shen Qing Shu, so this time with Mr. Hu you know also want to ask you a question."

Hu Lao Er closed his eyes and did not look at Jiang Hao, slightly shaking the glass of wine in his hand silent.
He knew what Jiang Hao wanted to say to himself, which could be seen from the conflict between the Shen family and
the Lin family last time.
The Shen Yan in front of him is indeed a bit capable, able to maneuver between so many women, but never offend
anyone.
Even with Shen Qing Shu equal, but in the end is only a long-sleeved generation, can not become any climate.
Thinking of this, Hu Lao Er opened his eyes and looked at Jiang Hao and laughed, "I advise you not to ask, because I do
not guarantee that my answer now is to your liking, we all wait a while longer."

The words just fell, Hu Lao Er stood up to look at Sally nodded, and then continued to smile at Jiang Hao "When you
have enough interest in hand, I will take the initiative to come to you."

He never hid his face, yes, the people of the Hu family have never spoken only in terms of interest.
If there is not enough interest, then even the most powerful people he will not rise half-heartedly.
But as long as there is enough interest, even a beggar he can also serve as a guest of the Hu family!
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Jiang Hao looked at the back of Hu Lao Er left frowned slightly, if this is placed in Chu Jiang, he must make this person
pay the price!
Sally interested in measuring Jiang Hao's face, smiled slightly and then said "it seems that people are not much interested
in you ah."

Jiang Hao rolled his eyes, picked up the glass of wine on the table is a drink!
"It's okay, I believe he will come back to me, right now the Shen family can not give him anything, Shen Qing Shu is
just hoping he can hold up the scene."

Sally leaned back on the sofa, holding a glass of wine in her hand and gently swayed and said, "This may not be the case,
if the Shen family and the Xue family marriage, the Xue family's business road is equivalent to the Shen family."
Said here when Sally silent, the next words she did not say Jiang Hao also understand, we are not fools.
When the Shen family's contacts with the Xue family's business road, any small business they have the strength to
support each other to grow, not to mention the Hu family has a little base business itself.
Just like the other night, this charity auction party is nominally an auction, but in fact it is also an opportunity for some
people to socialize.
The Shen family hopes to take this opportunity to find some people who can hold up the stage, and then form an alliance
with them.
The people privately know exactly what the Shen family has in mind, and Chen Jingdao and other people who have
enemies with the Shen family or have become enemies are also secretly looking for people they can draw in.
Although the two sides get along well on the surface, but in the heart of what is thinking, then I'm afraid only they know.
Jiang Hao sighed helplessly, looking at the auction held as usual on stage, and some people hooking up with each other
off stage.
At this moment Jiang Hao suddenly felt a little tired, he did not know what he continued to go in the end for.
Thinking of Xue Yu Ning's body injuries, Jiang Hao silent after filling a glass of wine, suddenly turned his head to look
at Sally and laughed "I want to make trouble, how?"
At this moment Sally slightly froze, looking at Jiang Hao face plausible smile, she some can not determine whether
Jiang Hao this is true or false.
"Are you sure, an occasion like today is not like some small scene, if you make a little bit of a scene, I'm afraid that
tomorrow there will be no place for you in the North Mansion."

Jiang Hao looked at Shen Qing Shu sitting on the stage, surrounded by some flatterers, he felt a trace of displeasure in his
heart.
"OK, anyway, I was originally looking for trouble with Shen Qingshu today, the big deal is to offend some more
people."
Looking at Jiang Hao's serious look, a sourness suddenly sprang up in Sally's heart, as if she could never compare to Xue
Yuning's position in Jiang Hao's heart no matter what she did.
After taking a deep breath, Sally looked away from this kind of things, anyway, she just do not stand with Shen Qing Shu
today.
This will not affect her previous commitment, not to mention give the upper stream of the Northern House an illusion
that she has reached cooperation with the Shen family.
The next item in the collection is the next one."
Jiang Hao took the booklet that Sally threw at him, the last item in the collection was the double dragon jade pendant that
the Shen family had deliberately brought out to show off, with a starting price of five million!
Looking at the jade pendant on the booklet, Jiang Hao smiled sorrowfully, he must make Shen Qing Shu bleed properly
this time!
Jiang Hao never thought of really buying this jade pendant, all he wanted was to take this opportunity to brush up his
presence in the upper echelons of the Northern House, and then officially stand out.
As long as he stands out, many people who have a grudge against the Shen family will look for themselves privately
next.
Whether they want to use themselves as guns or something else, Jiang Hao believes they will come with conditions.
When the time comes to organize these people a little, they will become their first force against the Northern Province
Shen family.
While Jiang Hao was thinking about these things, the stage below the box, the host happened to look excited and said
"Next is our grand finale! Double Dragon Jade Pendant!"
At the same time, two beautiful women with eighty points came up holding a slightly larger box.
Many people on the floor know that this collection is just the Shen family deliberately brought out to show off, so there
is not much intention to shoot.
But Chen Jingdao does not think so, he came today, one is to answer the appointment, and then is the same idea as Jiang
Hao, deliberately come to disgust Shen Qing Shu!

After the host briefly explained the value of the double dragon jade pendant, Chen Jingdao was the first to raise his hand
and shout "10 million!"
Shen Qingshu followed the voice and looked over, his face immediately became a little ugly!
Chen Mingang's death he really did not know, but Chen Jingdao the old mad dog does not care about this!
Ning Kun gave him the results of the investigation was the Shen family's hand, and some evidence in Sally's deliberate
guidance also pointed to the Shen family, Shen Qing written to Chen Jingdao can be considered a hundred mouths to
defend!
Jiang Hao sat in the box and looked at Chen Jingdao's box and laughed out loud, he did not expect that he had not had
time to make a move, Chen Jingdao took the lead to stand out.
So quite a bit of gloating opened up and laughed "It looks like last time we played a little too hard, Master Chen is still
hating the Shen family."

Sally looked at Jiang Hao happy look also unconsciously smiled "You do not think, Mr. Chen Jing Dao old son, on such
an only seed, if he does not hate the Shen family is strange thing."

Saying this, Sally gently sip of red wine, and then slightly squinting eyes to look at Chen Jingdao's box.
Through the one-way glass she could not see the situation inside Chen Jingdao's box, but Sally knew that if Chen
Jingdao was given an opportunity to kill the Shen family, he would not hesitate to take action.
Thinking of this, Sally glanced at Jiang Hao somewhat distractedly, what she could think of, the man in front of her
could certainly think of.
Sally suddenly found herself a little unable to see Jiang Hao, the previous things step by step calculation down, it seems
that all in front of the man's control.
No matter how the situation develops, in the end it seems to be this man who gets the benefit.
Jiang Hao looked back at Sally, but saw her eyes a little strange, so he asked "What's wrong?"
Sally was pulled back to reality by Jiang Hao, looking at his face, she suddenly laughed lightly and shook her head,
"Nothing, just suddenly felt that you are a little scary."
Hearing Sally's exclamation, Jiang Hao, who was about to open his mouth to reply, heard Shen Qingshu's voice ringing
out from downstairs.
"Twenty million, Mr. Chen, I salute you."
The words just fell, Chen Jingdao disdainfully spoke "thirty million, no need for you to toast me, I'm not that big!"
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Jiang Hao watched with interest as Chen Jingdao and Shen Qingshu fought on the stage, and Sally, seeing this, also
picked up her glass of wine and came forward to look down.
"How far do you think Master Chen will raise the price before he will stop?"
Jiang Hao said softly while eating a small snack and not looking at Sally.
Sally looked at the two men and shook her head slightly, after a moment of contemplation she opened her mouth and
laughed; "It shouldn't be too much, although Master Chen secretly hates the Shen family, but he also has his own measure,
he won't go too far on an occasion like today."

Jiang Hao nodded at his words, Sally's judgment was very real.
Chen Jingdao will not let go of the opportunity to disgust the Shen family, but also will not do too much in this matter,
or the New Cheng Group may be implicated.
Sally looked at Jiang Hao's thoughtful appearance, frowned and spoke "What, you plan to take advantage of Mr. Chen,
the opportunity to lift with the Shen family?"

Jiang Hao shrugged, on the way here since hearing Sally say that the Shen family will buy this double dragon jade
pendant no matter what.
He had already prepared to take this opportunity to disgust the Shen family, only at that time did not expect Chen Jingdao
would be the first to take issue.
Now since Chen Jingdao is too much to stand out and speak, there is no reason for him to just muffle his voice and squat!
So Jiang Hao turned his head to look at Sally and smiled, and then he left Sally's box directly.
If the bid here, I'm afraid it will push Sally directly in front of the North House Shen family, so the face of the Shen
family will do something a little unpredictable.
When Jiang Hao walked downstairs hall, many people were attracted to his eyes, the field he seems to be the only young
people with Shen Qing Shu aura!
Among them, Xue Chongli sat on a chair and saw Jiang Hao coming down, frowned slightly, somewhat unable to figure
out what Jiang Hao wanted.
And when Xue Chongli doubted, Jiang Hao raised his hand and shouted, "You guys are too petty, here's thirty-five
million!"

Chen Jingdao, who was about to bid, heard the voice downstairs and looked at it to see that it was Jiang Hao, so he
couldn't help but smile.

"Dr. Shen also attended today's banquet, it's really fate, do you want to come up for a drink?"
Although Chen Jingdao has not met with Jiang Hao, but the man who often goes in and out of Sally's side, there is only
such a man in the entire North Mansion.
The other side although the obvious identity is a general doctor of the downtown hospital, but in addition to the old black,
who has seen other men can go in and out of the Tianzhu villa as if no one else.
Jiang Hao looked up to Chen Jingdao senior, smiled slightly and then arched his hand and said "I am grateful for the love
of Mr. Chen, later on the late generation must come up to toast a glass of wine!"

Shen Qingshu look gloomy look at the two people boasting each other, finger veins rippling.
"Thirty-eight million, old Mr. Chen, are you sure you want to continue to follow?"
Chen Jingdao stopped joking with Jiang Hao, slightly glanced at Shen Qingshu after disdainfully said "only 30-40
million I can still afford to play, but I'm afraid you can not afford to play, 40 million!"

Jiang Hao looked at the jade pendant secretly estimated that the price is about the same at this time, if you continue to
carry on, I'm afraid it will attract trouble.
So decisively closed his mouth, picked up a glass of wine to Mr. Chen Lao distantly toasted a cup.
For Jiang Hao suddenly came forward to offer, different positions of people's hearts naturally different ideas.
Shen Qingshu thought that Jiang Hao represented Sally, and he came out to bid in order to clear the relationship with his
own Shen family.
But for the Xue family's Xue Chongli, Jiang Hao represents himself, and he came out to bid in order to give Xue Yu Ning
back a little self-respect!
Now Jiang Hao see good and leave, but also deepened the thoughts of these people.
Sally looked back at the box Jiang Hao slightly bitter smile and said, "I thought you were going down with the intention
of raising the price to the top it, did not expect you to come back once."

Jiang Hao slightly bitter smile "originally I also intended to fight with Shen Qing Shu head-on today, but I
underestimated the Chen Jing Dao senior's hatred of the Shen family."

Sally looked at Chen Jingdao's box and sighed lightly, "Sometimes I can't help but think that Chen Minggang thing, we
will not do a little too much."

Jiang Hao took a sip of red wine and shook his head, "I don't think it's too much, if I hadn't arrived in time, I'm afraid
Lin Yan would have suffered even more."

During their conversation, the competitive price of the pair of double dragon jade pendant downstairs has risen to nearly
45 million.
At this time Shen Qingshu no longer dare to bid easily, the current price has almost reached the top.
Every time he bids he needs to send someone to ask Shen Wennian to open his mouth, otherwise the consequences are
not something he can afford.
And Shen Wennian is naturally very annoyed at Chen Jingdao's deliberate difficulties, but he also knows in his heart why
Chen Jingdao is doing this.
Every time he thinks about these things, his heart is a little bit guilty of muttering, after all, his own son understands his
own family.
Although Shen Qingshu is a bit ruthless, but he can't do things like Chen Minggang, Chen Jingdao the old mad dog is
really looking for the wrong person!
Although the heart is thinking so, but on the surface of the evidence are pointing to himself, so Shen Wennian also had to
pinch his nose and admit it.
Looking at the increasingly fierce competition in the field, Shen Wennian could not sit still any longer, and with a
gloomy face, he got up and walked to Chen Jingdao's box.
"Old dog Chen! It's about time for you to stop!"
Kicked open the door, Shen Wennian did not have the slightest politeness and directly cursed out angrily.
Anyway, the Shen family and Chen Jingdao had already torn their faces apart, so they didn't care about this one time.
And sitting on the sofa drinking Chen Jingdao heard the door ring, without looking back to fill a mouthful of beer said
"Why, this is not out of the auction, but also let no one bid, right?"
After saying this, he suddenly laughed out loud, and opened his mouth downstairs and shouted, "New Cheng Group bid
60 million!"

Hearing these words, not only the host, but also a group of people sitting on the stage were muttering in their hearts.
Gods fight inevitably affected the fish in the pond, watching Chen Jingdao and the Shen family arm wrestling, their hearts
are scared and afraid.
Although Chen Jingdao has handed over the Xincheng Group, but he is still the emperor of the Xincheng Group, the right
is no less than Ning Kun.
Although the Shen family had suffered a series of blows, but strictly speaking, their name as the first in the Northern
Province had not been affected in the slightest.

There were still some people who were curious as to why the Shen family had tolerated Chen Jingdao again and again
when he had gone to such an extent.
As a result, until someone came to the back of the news, said Chen Jingdao has been working for the overseas Shen
family, the people only then suddenly realized!

